
1. Tavern smells like shit. Owner was saved from being shot 
by an outlaw when tavern owner tripped over a pig. Now pig 
lives in the corner of the tavern and gets the first draught of 
mead from every barrel.

2. Owner used to fight with one of the church legions. Tavern 
has become the quiet HQ of a faction that is working to bring 
down the church. While the owner isn’t backing or even 
a member of the faction, gladly turns a blind eye towards 
them.

3. Was previously a terrible wizard, stole an amazing ale 
recipe. Fell thru a portal to another world while trying to 
summon a few squirrels. Decided to open a bar

4. Owner has no arms. He has very agile feet though and no 
one complains as the prices are very good (just don’t ask to be 
served a meal)

5. Tavern owner used to be a raccoon until polymorphed 
into a human by some adventurers who needed a few “fake 
guards” for a caper. Still marvels over not having to eat out 
of the garbage of the tavern. But still does so on occasion.

6. Owner is a Goliath who grew up in a very small clan 
where everyone was encouraged to be aggressive, strong, and 
heartless, but since moving here, has discovered a nurturing 
side. Welcomes anyone to the tavern, day or night. The walls 
are covered in weapons of every type, and guests are encour-
aged to fight because it reminds the owner of home.

7. Owner spent 40 years as a zombie before being brought 
back to the living by a concerned cleric. Freaked out by how 
much things have changed since their untimely death, they 
took a bit of the treasure from the adventuring party, and 
cashed it in for a small tavern. People claim the owner still 
smells a bit... off.

8. The tavern is run by the thieves guild and is reckoned to 
be neutral ground. Deals are brokered here, artefacts changes 
hands and the mood is enjoyed by all. In the shadowed corner 
sits the owner and keeper of the tavern - a great hulk of a hu-
man who seems never to smile or talk, but he keeps on pour-
ing while their spouse and employees are jolly and friendly 
with a smile for all.

9. An evil mesmerist cult master who only opened a tavern 
to recruit followers. Now just straight up owns the town, and 
is kind of bored. Delights in making conversation with blood 
and has no ill will toward them.

10. Inherited a tavern from crazed bardic uncle, as well as 
some of old loot and a collection of stories. One of the stories 
was a riddle that led to a secret passageway in the basement 
of the tavern. There was the resting place of a knight errant, 
clutching an old dirty sword. The ghost of the knight errant 
rose up and gifted the sword, which bestowed a hallow effect 
in it’s vicinity. With the blade hung over the mantle the once 
hole in the wall tavern has grown many patrons, as visitors 
get a general feeling of well being.

11. Owner is a retired villain. Once tried to contaminate 
a city’s water supply with drugs to drive everyone mad. 
However the drugs actually made people quite happy. This 
was the last straw after many failed evil plots, and the owner 
decided to make money off the happiness enducing concoc-
tion and opened the tavern instead.

12. This tavern owner obsessively counts things, (random) 
tables, chairs, mugs of ale, fair maidens. The regular patrons 
just deal with the shenanigans, while newcomers are taken a 
back. He may or may not count like “the count”

13. Finest cuisine in the region! As a culinary wizard the 
owner had a bit of an accident while trying to create a time 
spell which would shorten the time between order and deliv-
ery. Patrons love the place because their food is ready as soon 
as they are seated...but they never know what they ordered.

14. Tavern is staffed solely by zombies. Their puppetmas-
ter is a slim, welcoming human that lives to chat with his 
patrons.  A great place to visit, as long as you don’t mind the 
smell and that the servers sometimes looses parts in meals or 
beermugs...(they are at least very discrete)

15. Tavern owner is a brew master who experiments with 
different alcoholic beverages, coffees, juices, and even food. 
Most are careful to avoid the latest concoctions, as some 
have barked fire, hallucinated, sweated ants, and even be-
came ‘ooze-like’. Most recent invention is a beer that makes 
patrons bouncy to the point where they are leaping off the 
tavern roof.

16. Owner is an eccentric tinker mage with unusual employ-
ees. A dark creeper, several hommunculi, a friendly bugbear 
bouncer that smells of lavender, and animated objects such as 
casks, steins, tankards, bottles, etc, so that almost everything 
is automated. Delights in watching the bugbear apologize to 
bad patrons while smashing their faces in with a truncheon.

17. An enlarged dwarf that has opened a bar for local giants 
to dissuade them from raiding the village. Everything is 
large sized at Togarth’s Tavern, with a local giantess as a bar 
wench. She has an arm wrestling competition at the end of 
every week and has thus far been unbeatable.

18. In an attempt to reach enlightenment, the owner spent 
upwards of 6 weeks playing bagpipes inside a large keg. Af-
terwards, unable to hear at all, blew the owners cheeks blew 
right out (talks with strange garbled sounds). However, peace 
was found in a vision of mermaids. Now the story is told to 
any who will listen (and can understand).

19. No two customers can ever agree quite on a description 
of the owner, and some disagree wildly. One does not order, 
one is simply served (never something recognizable, though 
always quite palatable). Owner is a multi-dimensional being 
existing on many strange planes at the same time. He serves 
his customers exactly what they need from throughout the 
dimensions. Some dishes have been known to cause rather 
curious effects.

20. Owner is a 9 year old child. Feisty, bossy and loud, the 
owner is very competent, and the business has been thriving. 
Her surviving parent and the staff jump at every order and 
are quite devoted. Onwer spends the mornings in lessons 
and afternoons and evenings walking the planks of the bar 
top serving drinks (often mistaken for a halfling). Has a pen-
chant for the equivalent of Shirley Temples, and a fondness 
of practical jokes and shenanigans, but rudeness will get you 
a small boot to the shin or ass.

21. Owner is a former druid and werebear. Only changes 
every three moons, with the changes of the seasons. Has 
a fondness for loud polka-dot kerchiefs and boisterous bad 
jokes. Encourages tales and bawdy jokes with his sigature 
mead, a smile and a laugh that inspires more laughter.

22. Owner is a human puppet, controlled by a parasite. It is 
studying species, specially elves. Sometimes it forget to clean 
the human, or remove debris from the human. In the tavern’s 
cellar, it cultives alien spores, for the drinks it makes

23. The owners are quintuplets. Everyone knows but they act 
secretive about it so they can use it as a card up their sleeve in 
some future intrigue. 

24. Owner “tried DCC just once”. Has got eyeballs for fin-
gertips and circular gaping maws full of shattered misshapen 
teeth where eyes should be. Likes to scare children.
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